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FOREWORD 

I was drawn to the colossus of criminal man. 

The wealth of penal hi story,theory,expérimentâtion,and 
questions made me reconsider some widely held assumptions. 
Illustrations of sixth century Italian monasteries show 
single carceri,the more severe being for more heinous 
offenders.The common use of these carceri in Europe belie 
reports that early prisons did not have a punitive function 
in addition to the detentive,did not classify inmates,and 
that cellular confinement is a modern American invention. 
Attribution of punitive and solitary incarceration to 
modernity might be taken as an indication,perhaps,of their 
greater use in it,not of negligibility in earlier times. 
Foucault’s brilliant writings also blind one to the fact that 
the modern penal code was not suddenly created in a leap from 
dramatic spectacle to pervasive institutionalisation in 
nineteenth century Europe. . 

I was dissatisfied,because my tremendous effort showed me 
that incarceration as a tool for criminal regulation,if not 
an evil failure,was fraught with ugliness.Yet we could not do 
without it. 

But I was still interested.Because the incarceration of Man 
by Man is,deeply,a measure of ourselves. 

I used the penal history of the West to locate architecture 
within contemporary penal practice because,worldwide,the 
modern prison,in meaning and form,grew largely from 
post-sixteenth century developments in,Europe and Britain.The 
term Colonial States denotes the USA before independence.For 
general reading,I especially recommend Evans,Foucault, 
Johnston,Melossi and Pavarini,Rusche and Kirchheimer,Tappan • 
and Toch. 

Thankyou. 
December,1989. 



INTRODUCTION 

Millie Bosket,26,of New York's Woodbourne Correctional 
Faci1ity,asserts in 1989 that he is the monster produced by 
the American penal system,with which he is at war.Chained 
backwards to his cell door,Mr Bosket cannot quite understand 
how he is to take medication for asthma when all limbs are 
manacled through door slots.Mr Bosket,a rather intelligent 
type,has been confined in reformatories and prisons since he 
was 9 and confesses that,by 15,he had committed over 2 000 
crimes,including 2 murders.Mr Bosket is to spend the next 20 
years in isolation.Other inmates are not to talk to him and 
guards are only to answer his questions.Attorney,Donald 
Williams,having despaired of rehabilitation in prison,wants 
to use Mr Bosket's case to promote the death penalty. 

A New York Times report of 8 August,1989,said that prison 
spending was the fastest growing part of the state budgets, 
and that 30 states increased taxation on the citizen. 

Byron Gillum,24,on 15 November,1989 in Houston became the 
third black male within 7 years to be killed by Scott 
Tschirhart,27,a white male police officer,on duty. 

Richard Ramirez,the Night Stalker from California who enjoyed 
killing other people,told us in 1989 that he was only doing 
what everybody else wishes they could do. 

Harris County sued Texas over the backlog of convicted state 
felons in the downtown Houston jail,on 6 December,1989.The 
county asked the state to take its prisoners or to pay for 
their upkeep,both of which the state has been refusing to do 
for years.The jail routinely holds twice its designed 
capacity.In September 1989,an outbreak of a normally harmless 
virus’killed at least 2 inmates.The state prison itself is 
overcrowded and Texas claims that it cannot pay the $42 
million it owes the county in backpay alone. 

The backlog of convicted felons in Texas county jails was so 
great in 1989 that 5 000 convicts were paroled without ever 
going to prison. 

In Texas,the 31 February,1981 rape and murder conviction of 
Clarence Brandley was overturned on 13 December,1989,because 
the original sentence was rooted in false testimony. 

Leona Helmsley,in New York on 12 December,1989,was sentenced 
to 4 years imprisonment and fined $7.1 million for federal 
tax evasion.New Yorkers rejoiced. 



The architect has a stake in these human affairs. 

Clients are deferring to architects about all issues of 
the prison as stock designs prove inadequate.The architect 
must tackle the litigious complexity of correctional design. 

Before and if novel solutions are ever to be found to this 
war 

between wrong and right 
between wrong and not-so-right 
between prisoners and keepers 
between haves and have-nots 
between races 
between sexes 
between us and them 

between ourselves 

the architect must investigate prison design and the 
attendent implications.The architect must know the spaces of 
incarceration and their profound meanings.The architect must 
wonder if Hell is other people,what liberty means,if we are 
all in prison,for whom the prison is created,if a free world 
can co-exist in the prison.The architect must remember that 
prisoners who have a view of Nature,however small,from their 
window use medical services much less than those who do not. 

•The study will revolve about penalty in the city. The 
containment of criminality within the city need not sever the 
inmate from society to the degree that its displacement from 
the city inherently does.In the city,society can be forced to 
acknowledge the prison and collective responsibility for 
crime and individual demise. 

The prison was expelled from the European city for reasons 
of health and marginalisation,yet before the reforms of the 
Enlightenment,alms collecting,trade,daily markets,visitation 
and other public activities made the jail a part of the city. 

Today,prisons are placed outside the city because urban 
prisons meet social resistance and land is cheaper in 
depressed rural areas,which welcome the boons of prison 
construction.But,despite horror stories,one is not more 
vulnerable to crime by proximity to a prison and prison 
construction boosts local urban economies too.The city 
provides more options and support for prison industries, 
limited in range and expensive to run in rural isolation. 

All aspects of the proposition will reflect the 
interactions of prison with city,and inmates with urban 
dwellers. 

The iconographie and rhetorical role Df the prison in the 
city,the meaning of the prison,might be read from the siting 
and architectural presence.The siting might be the most 
generalisable aspect of the proposal if the relationship 
between prison and city depends on placement. 

The programme will direct extramural and intramural 



activity.The design will respond to the programme as well as 
to aesthetic and architectural stimuli. 

Given the modern state of penology, the consideration of an 
urban prison immediately elicits -four options -for programme 
and architecture. 

Standard penal aims are accepted and the programme and 
architecture are modifications of traditional solutions. 

Standard penal aims are accepted but the programme and 
architecture are innovative.Contemporary penal practice is 
desperately hybridising and appropriating non-traditional 
prison types such as the high-rise,hotel,barge and 
warehouse,to confine prisoners without redefining the 
standard penal objectives of punishment,deterrence and 
rehabi1itation.The trend parallels the transformation of 
castles,monasteries and other existing types suitable for 
incarceration into the medieval European prison.' 

Standard penal aims are rejected but the programme and 
architecture remain traditional.When the Colonial States 
adopted the European workhouse in the 1700s,they rejected 
the aim of labour for profit but retained the architecture 
and programme of therapeutic house work. 

Standard penal aims are rejected and the programme and 
architecture are unfamiliar. 

The insight of study will determine the choice,if any. 

The author hopes to inform and worry the reader about the 
state and design of prisons today,in the penological and 
social context. 
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PENAL P H I LOSOPHIES 

AND SANCTIONS 

DICTIONARY 

absolute penalty penalties and duration of sentence 
should never be modified. 

capital punishment besides ethical -flaws, its high cost of 
appeal -further burdens the citizen and it does not deter. 

capital punishment,elimination,exile,transportation expel 
the specific criminal element,not the general.Transportation 
is the optimal form of elimination because society does not 
ki11,maintain,or accommodate the offender whose labour can be 
used abroad to enrich the parent society. 

confinement,detention,imprisonment,incarceration include 
many penal ai ms.These sanctions deprive of liberty and may 
occur in a punitive environment or manner.In revenge,society 
and victim are satisfied by the discomfort of the offender. 
Confinement,ideal1y inspires penitence,the first step towards 
rehabi1itation.Whi1e some favour solitary confinement,others 
condemn it as cruel because it denies a human being contact 
with her own kind.Solitary confinement impedes positive and 
negative reinforcement between inmates,and deprives of some 
1iberties,but encourages others,such as the spiritual. 

control,surveillance the comforting idea that the 
Bogeyman is under control.Bentham’s Panopticon,wherein the 
watcher was as contained as the watched,was the architectural 
paradigm of surveillance. 

control,treatment the criminal is sick and needs medical 
help.Dangerous and repetitive felons,the least affected by 
any penal sanction,may be mentally ill. 

deprivation of liberty the liberties of mobi1ity,privacy, 
interaction,and activity are hampered.If Man values personal 
liberty first,then deprivation of that liberty is the most 
meaningful form of humane punishment. 

deterrence fear of consequences impedes criminals. 
Deterrence cannot affect professional criminals for whom 
sanction is an occupational hazard,those who commit 
unpremeditated acts,and those, better off in prison.Deterrence 
depends upon certainty of severe punishment,a practical 
impossibility.That the principle of deterrence assumes fear 



of detection over moral abhorrence debases its control on the 
human psyche. 

discipline like rehabilitation,aims to instill a sense o-f 
propriety and self-regulation.Discipline can be punishment. 

labour means to rehabilitate,discipline,retribute,deter, 
punish,revenge and profit.The production of men is as valid a 
principle of labour as the production of commodities - 
poorhouses produced workers for pre-industrial Europe.The 
labour of the internal threat can counter external threats. 
The use of inmate labour frequently degenerates into torture 
or slavery.Chain gangs were,and still are,state prisoners 
chained together to work in swamps,mountains and mines. 

maximisation of liberty collective liberty is maximised 
when the offender is not abused. 

morality and temporality the temporal bases of justice 
circumvent moral,spiritual measurement of ci vie,secular man. 

ostracism,public humiliation,separation,stigma before 
acquisition,they seem to be more deterrent and punitive than 
imprisonment as they create difficult social conditions for 
the bearer.After acquisition,they may reinforce criminal 
behaviour,as they identify one negatively. 

penitence the offender is encouraged to repent,regret and 
resolve not to deviate again.Has religious connotations. 

prevention some say that penal law should aim to prevent. 

punishment the offender is made or supposed to feel 
regret for her actions through discomfort on her person or 
soul.Some value punishment only as a deterrent. 

rehabilitation ideally eliminates recidivism through 
moral,social and economic regeneration.Many argue that penal 
law should aim,foremost,to rehabilitate.A classic means to 
rehabilitate has been through labour for acquisition of 
skill,productivity,work ethic and self-discipline.But these 
do not ensure reintegration or rehabilitation. 

retribution the offender expiates,albeit unconsciously or 
unwi11ingly,by impositions of revenge and punishment.Labour 
lets the offender make monetary retribution to society. 

revenge the individual right of the offended to avenge 
herself on the offender has been extended to all of society. 

reward the offender is rewarded for co-operation because 
reward controls more effectively than punishment. 



ARCHITECTURAL APPLICATIONS 

a -forbidding facade 
deters 

individual cells for meditation 
work spaces for purification 
recreation rooms 
rehabilitate 

individual cells 
medical rooms 
art studios to relieve angst 
treat 

mean surfaces 
hard,smooth echoing materials 
poor light 
torture chambers 
work rooms 
crampedness 
brutal articulation 
punish,avenge 

centralised plan 
strategic lighting 
window arrangement 
use of materials 
corridors 
survey 

cellular nastiness 
cellular confinement 
barriers against communication 
deprive liberty 

light colours,like man,easily show imperfection 

the room is a retreat 

the window is view,reflection,outside,light 

the door is entrance,question,decision,separation,inclusion, 
survei11ance,escape 

hinged doors are swung in attack 

the corridor breeds tension as it breathes togetherness 

the courtyard is separation,unification,air,open relief,work 
recreation,formal design 

transparency and glass are security and vulnerability 



inmates vandalise oppressive,expensive materials 

SIX EXPRESSIVE ARCHITECTURES 

Newgate and The Model Prison are credited as the -first and 
last architectural investigations in modern European prison 
re-form, respectively. 

Auburn and Eastern Penitentiary,the American prototypes, 
illustrated opposing attributes o-f penal labour.The Auburn 
system predominated in the USA because it was more 
pro-fitable. (See Notes;American and Prison Labour and 
Industrialisation). 

The Panopticon and The Model Prison were clear,spatial 
diagrams o-f penal objectives. 

Newgate London,1768-80 (rebuilt) George Dance 

Where the architecture o-f the old Newgate,a city-gate jail 
and icon of urban prisons,did not scream prison,the 
perimeter wall of the new version did.The rebuilding 
responded to fever outbreak and the incipient British call 
for prison reform.Newgate's courtyards were inadequate, 
however,for the ventilation desired to prevent the spread of 
disease.Wards housed inmates in congregation. 

Intimidating wall represented deterrence and ostracism. 

San Michele,Juvenile Reformatory of Rome,1704 Carlo 
Fontana 

The 3-storeyed rectangular reformatory was in the enormous 
complex of restrictive institutions of San Michele.Chained 
boys made goods,in silence,for the Vatican State.Before the 
eighteenth century,few workhouses were of architectural 
significance — San -Michele was lauded as an esthetic, 
architectural interpretation of the workhouse ethic.Each 
cell had an outside window and lavatory. 

Cells about an ample,wel1-1it gallery for work,dining and 
religious activity,articulated discipline and rehabilitation 
through labour. 

Auburn New York,1816 State Architects? 

Regarded by some as the most important Western penal 



institution -for its architecture and administration of 
pro-fit and punishment.During the day, inmates worked in 
si lence, under contract management, in the prison -factory.At 
night, inmates were individually con-fined in cramped 
cells, lined back to back - eliminating any potential -for 
corridor communication.Prisoners managed to communicate 
through ventilation ducts.The cells were buried within the 
block with no outside light.There were no exercise yards. 

7.5x3'8"x7 cells were the spaces o-f solitary con-finement, 
while the factory promoted profitable,industrialised labour. 

Eastern Penitentiary,Cherry Hill Philadelphia,1821-1836 
John Haviland 

Like Auburn,aimed to rehabilitate through labour,but unlike 
Auburn,inmates worked and slept alone,and were never 
together,for fear of mutual contamination.CelIs were 
generous and had bathrooms as inmates rarely left them.The 
isolation,which affected inmate health terribly,was so 
effective that it was months before inmates knew of the 1843 
cholera epidemic in the city.The facade,whose walls hindered 
escape,was admired for its massive simplicity.Superior 
ventilation,heating,and plumbing were modern innovations. . 

8x12x10 cells,radial wings,individual exercise yards, 
reinforced rehabi1itation,labour and retribution in solitary 
confinement.The central watch-tower controlled. 

Panopticon England,proposed 1791 Jeremy Bentham 

Bentham wanted to make the correctional houses,which 
burdened the national economy,financially viable under 
contract management.The prison's governor would profit from 
inmate labour according to her success in rehabilitating 
inmates,who would earn and reform by learning a trade.The 
originality of the Panopticon,which had many precedents and 
influences,1 ay,theoretically,in absolute surveillance,eased 
by cast-iron and glass construction.Barred,peripheral cells 
were surveyed from the centre and lit to silhouette inmates, 
who would monitor themselves constantly as they never knew 
when the keeper was alert.Speaking tubes from the centre to 
each cell were abandoned because inmates could hear guards. 
Surveillance in the Panopticon,beyond policing,was morality. 
The keeper was also controlled for she- would internalise the 
psychology of restraint,her fate being tied to her command 
of the inmates.The Panopticon,applicable to other forms of 
total institutionalisation,was an architectural diagram of 
the operation of power.The concept and spaces of the 
Panopticon have been universally condemned but inmates at 
Arnhelm seemed to like its vastness. CKoolhaas]. Although 
never erected,the Panopticon was highly influential and 



popularised cellular confinement. 

The machine for total surveillance renders society 
transparent.Dark protects,1ight denudes. 

Pentonville,The Model Prison London,1842 Joshua Jebb? 

Influenced by American radial prisons,The Model Prison,a 
laboratory of penal treatment,surpassed Eastern Penitentiary 
in its desire to completely isolate the individualsinmates 
exercised together blindfolded and chapels had unit 
stalls,all owing only frontal views.Like Eastern Penitentiary 
cells,with lavatories,were spacious,and like the 
Panopticon,1ight was plentiful,and even compared to that of 
Crystal Palace.The Model Prison was copied worldwide and 
became the standard for English prisons. 

All details were to amend the criminal mind.Atomised spaces 
and activities,roomy cells,skylit corridors,central tower, 
were for solitary confinement,control and punishment. 



NOTES 

GENERAL 

People once were imprisoned until plump -for tasty dining. 

Antiquity equated crime with sin,and stigmatised those close 
to and like the offender,as does modernity. 

Exile and death are the oldest criminal sanctions extant. 

The death sentence has roots in the placation of the gods. 

As individual crime or sin exposed the community to godly or 
hostile wrath,all actively punished the offender.Punishment 
was as much individual and group revenge as atonement. 

Captive labour realised great civilisations and works. 

Binding over to keep the peace,sureties for good behaviour, 
exile,probation and communal penalties have ancient roots and 
were especially effective in tight groups. 

Criminality is highest when urban and rural crime meet,levels 
as urban migration ebbs,and increases with the gap between 
rich and poor. 

Crime has always been associated with disorder and madness. 

Yet crime is often not in revolt against,but in conflict with 
society,because the offender knows only that the normative 
culture prohibits behaviour permitted by her own subculture. 

Forms of confinement appear simultaneously in different 
places and coincide in one place.Cloisters,hospitals,prisons, 
penal colonies,orphanages,residential apprenticeships,mental. 
asylums,workhouses,galleys differentiate and exchange roles 
with cultural and economic flux.In the 1700s,San Michele in 
Rome had many^different confinement institutions. 

Habitual criminal s,1ike Mr Bosket,have often spent their 
lives in institutions designed to keep them out of prison. 

Incarceration as punishment pervades early history but was 
universally deemed cruel. 

Before the eighteenth century,confinement in the prison was 
generally short.People were kept in quarantine,unti1 
execution of trial or sentence,or until payment of debt. 



Technological advances - central heating,venti1ation and 
plumbing of large bui 1 dings, were o-ften applied -first to 
prisons,especially after the seventeenth century. 

EUROPEAN 

As blood feuds and crime became offences against the 
king,they became offences against society. 

Before the sixteenth century,the death penalty sanctioned 
petty theft as much as murder.Imprisonment was generally 
detentive,not punitive. 

The European bases of deprivation of liberty and punitive 
confinement lay in the asylum that the early Christian Church 
gave ecclesiastics whom it did not want subject to temporal 
law. Asylum, which punished the soul and made penitent by. 
reclusion and solitude,was extended to fugitives and 
criminals.Deprivation of liberty urged spiritual,intellectual 
liberty. 

The carceri began in sixth century Italian monasteries.By the 
twelfth century,these monstrous cells were all over Europe! 
Cistercian statutes of 1206 authorised abbey prisons and an 
ordinance of 1229 mandated abbey carceri. 

Medieval powers exploited existing building types to detain 
workers.The Church appropriated abbeys,monasteries and 
convents for incarceration.Secular authority - Kings,Feudal 
Lords,City-Counci Is - sent the unfortunate to fortifications, 
navy shipbuilding yards,and galley rows. 

With feudalism’s demise and the destabilisation of the 
Reformation,pauperism and petty thievery plagued Europe and 
Britain.Enclosures,decline of monasteries,religious charity 
and guilds,and growth of commerce caused social disruption 
and the explosion of marauding gangs in the newly urban 
environment.Poor Laws arose to control the shiftless masses. 

European architects and reformers of the late eighteenth 
century promoted causality between architecture and 
morality,and theorised that the scope of irrational human 
authority would be reduced by an impartial architecture of 

■normalisation and control, in meting out justice. 

The Enlightenment attacked the idea of the free moral agency 
of man,and in retribution through cruel and unusual penalty 
as the bases of criminal law.Society became responsible for 
instilling morality in its members.The remarkable penal 
reformers of the eighteenth century,sensitive to the 



aggression,drama and imbalances of the law thought that less 
violent laws would resist the apparent increase in crime.They 
aimed to punish better,not less. 

Enlightenment architects seemed to be drawn most to images of 
deterrence and punishment,in architecture parlante.The prison 
designs of Boullee and Ledoux emphasised awe and terror. 

* 

More British prisoners died from fever than execution in 
1777.Fever outbreak and the end of transportation to America 
in 1776 catalysed the British law acts of the late eighteenth 
century and architectural changes,primarily in ventilation. 

Eighteenth century penologists thought the prison could be 
used to curb the spread of fever and vice by contaminated 
media. Fever could be arrested by better ventilation and 
vice by cellular confinement,which became topical. 

AMERICAN 

After William Penn's 1682 penal code,Philadelphian houses of 
correction were based on the European workhouse but run as 
households,the structural units of the Colonial States.Houses 
of correction held petty offenders,illegal immigrants, 
vagrants,vagabonds and paupers and were appendaged to jails 
for more serious offenders. 

Social problems and crime became political problems when the 
Colonial States turned from agriculture to industry.Those who 
had been judged unlucky by divine fate came to be censured as 
irresponsible because the economy allowed full employment. 
Where close-knit,isolated, colonial communities had felt 
obliged to aid wretched brethren,society felt less sympathy 
as the nineteenth century progressed. 

The Pennsylvania Quakers and other American pioneers of penal 
reform,combined the jail and workhouse,philosophically and 
architecturally in 1776,at Walnut Street Jail,based on 
congregate confinement,for which it was widely imitated.When 
the Quakers added the principle of solitary confinement,the 
result was the modern prison - Eastern Penitentiary of 1829. 

Eastern Penitentiary and Auburn (1816) aimed to reconstitute 
the moral fibre of inmates by labour and penitence in 
solitary confinement and silence,but differed in work 
programme.Labour at Eastern Penitentiary was small in scale 
and profit,because each inmate worked alone.At Auburn,labour 
was large in scale and profit because inmates worked together 
under factory conditions,although barred from communicating. 



The Auburn system prevailed in the USA because the labour 
had more yield and the inside cell-blocks were cheaper to 
build than the radiating blocks and thick walls of Eastern 
Penitentiary.Auburn was also cheaper to run because inmates 
kept house,not being perpetually confined to cells. 

The large prison was an American innovation shaped by Eastern 
Penitentiary and Auburn.Generally,it had central offices,mess 
hall and chapel flanked on both sides by cel1-blocks.Shops, 
hospitals and power plants were within the walls. 

The US Federal Bureau of Prisons emerged in 1930 when states, 
burdened by their own prisoners,refused to accept those from 
Federal courts.The Bureau set up graded institutions — 
maximum security,medium security,reformatories,correctional 
houses and open-camps. 



PRISON LABOUR AND 

INDUSTRIALISATION 

GENERAL 

Labour was scarce in post-medieval Europe,and traditional 
penalties — corporal punishment and drudgery — could not 
contain rising theft.Protestant and puritanical ethics were 
some forces which put the ubiquitous beggars in workhouses 
proliferating in post-Reformation northern-and western 
Europe.Others were the Jesuits,who established the hôpitaux 
generaux in Catholic France. 

The workhouse of sixteenth century Europe subsumed the idea 
of social revenge with the idea of reformation through work 
as told by a Dutch workhouse inscriptions "Courage! I do not 
avenge,I force you towards the good." Inmates were paid for 
their work.English workhouses were called bridewells after 
E<ridewell Palace was converted to a workhouse in 1557. 

The internal enemy was used against the external enemy when 
prisoners were sent to mines and galleys.By the seventeenth 
century,galleys had been replaced by sailing ships. 

Transportation to penal colonies expunged undesirables and 
provided colonies with labour.By 1600,England was sending 
about 2 000 convicts annually to America,as indentured 
servants.After 1776,English convicts went to Australia. 

Eighteenth century industrialisation,nationalisation and 
free-market competition reduced the economic importance of 
prisons,workhouses,spinning-houses and other European cottage 
industries.Bentham and others wanted to privatise state-run 
prisons and make them self-supporting. 

"Labour,Silence and Penitence...That those who are feared for 
their crimes may learn to fear the laws and be useful." (A 
plaque on Trenton Penitentiary House,1797). 

Labour in the rigid solitary confinement of Eastern 
Penitentiary cut down supervisory costs,but came to be 
criticised,in the USA,as depriving the market of labour due 
to rapid industrialisation.With each inmate working alone, 
labour could only be therapeutic,artisan and uneconomical. 

Thé Auburn system solved the problems of solitary labour by 
making inmates work in silent congregation by day in 
industrial routine.Penal aims - silence,worship and penitence 



were preserved in solitary confinement by night. 

Auburn inmates built New York's Sing Sing <1825),of which the 
East House wing became the prototype for American cellhouses. 

The greatest prison industrialisation occurred in the USA 
after the Auburn system was introduced.The prison became a 
factory under the contractor who controlled the conditions of 
work and sales. 

The 6 main systems of penal labour in the USA — contract, 
lease,piece-price,public account,public works,state-use - 
fall into: 

labour managed by prison 
(state-use,public works,public account) 

-poor or no renumeration for inmates,few incentives to work 
-goods not on free market but absorbed by state 
-production is rarely industrialised,unprofitable 
-opposed by free labour as low wages make unfair competition 
-Eastern Penitentiary was run by public account 

labour managed by private contractor 
(contract,lease) 

—inmates better renumerated 
-goods on free market 
-production is efficient,industrialised,profitable 
-prisons in the Southwest USA developed the lease system 
in the early nineteenth century 

-economic advantage opposed by the subjection of penal 
• authority to industrial concerns,as occurred at Auburn 

labour managed by prison,goods supplied and bought by 
contractor 
(piece-price) 

-mediates between the others 

ABUSES AND PROBLEMS 

By the mid-eighteenth century,workhouses and bridewells, 
originally for paupers and vagrants,were as dreadful as jails 
for convicted felons. 

Many prison labour schemes have not been enforced.Most 
prisoners in the hulks seem to have been inactive. 

Lucrative labour encourages abuse of inmates.IIlegal 



impressment put many in the hulks and colonies.The brutal 
history of lease labour included sentence extension,slavery, 
and chain gangs,which still operate in the Southwest USA. 

Inmates who could not be leased crowded penal keeps,leading 
to the -formation o-f state penal farms and plantations of the 
early twentieth century,in the southern USA. 

Contract labour lowered some production costs and restrained 
wages.In the early twentieth century,trade unions agitated 
against convict labour,and penitentiaries lost productivity. 
In 1835,26/C of prison labour was non-contract, in 1923,QIY.. 
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INCARCERATION 

MODERNITY 

AND 

TYRANNY OF INCARCERATION 

Contemporary sanctions are imprisonment,suspended sentence, 
probation,and fine. 

Penal philosophies lost meaning because they had proven 
ineffective against criminality.Penal architecture,as 
ineffective,died with architecture parlante and the rise of 
functional ism. 

Failures have bred uncertainty about the goals and 
applicability of penal sanctions. 

Prisons have poor social and sanitary conditions,do not 
rehabi1itate,and do not reduce crime.Most offenders are never 
arrested,most of the arrested are never imprisoned,most of 
the imprisoned are those vulnerable to the system. 

Overcrowding,the eternal bane,means early release,no 
conviction for major offenders,and chaotic management. 

While doing nothing to alleviate criminality prisons are 
doing everything to burden the taxpayer. 

Yet incarceration is ideally suited to modern,industrialised 
societies based on individual liberty,free enterprise,and 
freedom to live according to ability to work.Incarceration 
levies on the time and earning capacity of the offender 
without necessitating death or cruelty.Incarceration is 
theoretically democratic,being adaptable to a diversity of 
ends,offenders and offences because its only variable is 
duration.Its generality expresses injury to society as a 
whole,as it is not specific to victim or offender. 

CONCERNS 

Classification is an important development.Smal1,diversified 
facilities with mixed security levels are preferred. 

Inmates flourish in groups of 20-50 in a maximum population 
of 600.Larger numbers breed poor social dynamics. 



The overbuilding of most prisons -for security is costly and 
unnecessary.Reduction of tight security measures and the 
implied trust seem to induce positive response. 

Technology and advances made in glass have lowered the role 
of manpower and architecture in security and supervision. 

But unwalled institutions make society uneasy. 

The campus type is favoured for programmatic flexibility and 
easy expansion.Satel1ite design allows several units to be 
served by one administrative centre. 

Including staffing facilities in the prison programme is 
cheaper than building them separately. 

CRITICISM 

High recidivism is the most serious charge against 
incarceration.Almost 90% of US inmates are repeat offenders. 

Changes in penal practice have done little for the hostile 
prison environment. 

Powerful architecture deceives.Total inspection could not 
occur from one point in the built Panopticons,despite formal 
theory.Only the flexible courtyard reappears with success in 
penal architecture. 

Many positive results of programmes and treatments have 
ignored recidivism and are opposed by criminilisation,drug 
addiction,institutionalisation,stigmatisation,alienation and 
deterioration in personal circumstances while imprisoned. 

ALTERNATIVES 

Reformers agree that incarceration should be limited to 
dangerous felons.Alternatives include reduced sentencing for 
minor offences,work release programmes and agricultural 
settlements.lt is difficult to measure the success of 
alternatives because none have been tried on the scale of 
incarceration.Resistance to alternatives arises from the 
inability to find a solution which is as theoretically 
democratic as incarceration and from lay belief in locking-up 
and hiding deviants. 



Low security open-camp prisons,popular in non-industrialised 
countries, succeed partly because inmates -fear transferrai 
to a closed prison.Inmates monitor each other because they 
all suffer for individual errors. 

If prisons were constructed and run privately for profit,the 
government would be relieved of many problems.Privatisation 
poses ethical problems especially in light of historical 
abuses of contract labour.The privatisation of British debtor 
jails before Howard’s interventions was largely responsible 
for the horrible conditions of the jails,such as the 
lucrative sale of liquor to inmates. 
Privatisation extends to the judicial process.Corporations, 

tired of litigation costs are turning to arbitrators and 
retired judges in private trials. 

CRIME AND CULTURE 

The factors which seem to lessen criminality in urban, 
industrial societies,as seen in Japan,Switzerland and some 
Middle Eastern countries,are gradual modernisation,continuity 
of tradition,cultural and racial homogeneity,and public 
co-operation in criminal justice. 

The US crime rate is exceptionally high for an industrialised 
and urbanised society partly because many areas are still 
undergoing urbanisation and guns are easily accessible. 
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THES I S 

THEORY 

To build or not to build? 
If to build,how to build? 

How to treat humanely despite moral outrage? 
How to train for freedom in captivity? 

Deterrence and rehabilitation are practical and theoretical 
failures.Deprivation of liberty is too clever.Only control, 
revenge,punishment,discipline and retribution remain. 

Ideals fail but ideals preserve humanity.We must persevere 
with deprivation,deterrence,punishment and reformation. 

Punishment and revenge to distinguish those who have 
disrupted the peace of the neighbour from those who have 
worked towards harmony,upon which we all depend. 

Deterrence,discipline and rehabilitation because we are 
obliged to correct our flaws. 

Let prisons be built with ideals in mind. 

But not to abuse and deny humanity. 

fit meaningful revenge in modernity would be obtained by 
appropriating the labour and financial capacity of the inmate 
for the state. 

The prisoners pay their upkeep and retribute with their 
labour,which keeps them active. 

It is enough to deprive the offender of earning capacity, 
which defines individual worth,but not humanity.Punishment 
beyond this is unnecessary and wrong. 

< 

Unlike recondite penal philosophies monetary penalty is 
democratically understood and democratically punitive. 

The odious history of prison labour schemes cannot restrain 
us.We can make officials accountable and enjoy the rewards of 
inmate labour,which need not threaten free or union labour if 
inmates are paid at the same rate. 

Let the prison connect into the economy of the city.Prisoners 



are then a vital part of the workforce.Their link and 
contribution to humanity is not broken.They are not kept 
idle. They are not taken out o-f the urban environment to which 
they will return when their time is served.Their labour 
maintains the economy o-f the penal system and the good 
citizen is relieved of that burden. 

Commercial and industrial venues are rich in possibilities. 

The concept of the prison as a workcamp is commonplace. 
Contemporary challenges would bes 

—to enforce labour - too many schemes have remained 
abstract,letting inmates atrophy 

-to avoid 

—siavery 
-an equality between prisoner and ordinary worker if 
deductions from prison wages were similar to non-penal 
losses in rent,tan and personal maintenance,as 
deprivation is conveyed by inability to control the 
assets of one's labour 

-to use the diverse abilities of the inmates without 
creating unfairness in the punitive value of differing work 

-to let penal and industrial authority coexist in autonomy 

The length of stay would be determined by restitution from 
prison wages alone.Outside monies would not be accepted. 

SPACE 

A factory is a spatial forum for labour. 

The prison is special to the city,but the ordinary fabric,the 
normalising conditions must breathe through the design. 

The design measures the architectures of surveillance and 
control against their failure to create a productive prison 
environment.Precedents undermined the control,reform and 
punishment of inmates,by creating a hostile,alienating and 
disordered internal environment.Torture was called 
punishment.The models succeeded at clear circulation and 
symbolism because they translated the power of authority and 
the need for a punitive order into severe,figurai, 
diagrammatic architecture.This symbolism is important to mark 
innocent from guilty,notwithstanding a flawed society. 



These points of -failure can be addressed by allowing the 
industry and work ethic to coincide with the re-form, 
containment and punishment o-f inmates.The areas o-f conflict 
or consonance between prison and industry are directional. 

The prison has no spatial agenda to punish beyond confinement 
to its totality.Punitive space encourages fractiousness and 
tends to negate humanityslow ceiling heights,poor 
ventilation,denial of natural 1ight,spatial privacy and 
variety,are inhumane sanctions. 

The rejection of hellish space lets the prison accommodate 
the imperfections of the judicial system for the inmates are 
not necessarily guilty of attributed sins.And why should the 
guards be denied daylight when they walk the corridors? 

The points of contact between the inmatès and the public are 
critical to the architecture,especially as the inmates hover 
between being ordinary,desirable workers and undesirable 
prisoners. 

SITE CONSIDERATIONS 

The utility of the proposal depends on tying the prison to 
modern society while effecting punishment,deterrence, 
rehabilitation and retribution.Eieing in Houston,a city 
fundamentally of our age,any of these sites will engage the 
prison in the urban morphology of the late twentieth century. 

Galleria (rectangular strip at Sage and Alabama). 

High visibility and patronage would force the public to 
acknowledge the prison,generating desired involvement.The 
prison,like crime,would be daily life.The prison could 
respond to the commerce of the area. 

The spaces of the Galleria are determined by private 
economics rather than by public,architectural ideas about 
the city.As a public institution in a seemingly private 
realm,the prison might appear wilful.But the Galleria is 
shaped by the modern public spaces of the parking lot,street 
and shopping mall.The potential privatisation of mechanisms 
for production within the prison would relate to the private 
operation of the Galleria for the prison would also be a 
product of private economics.The relationship of productive 
space to consumer oriented space would seduce. 

The contrast between the tiny residential neighbourhoods 
and the commercial megablocks is emphasised by 610 above. 

The cost of land might be daunting. 



Industrial Pocket 

Houston has industrial pockets along the Navigation Channel 
and rail lines.The prison could be part of many industrial 
processes,providing that link between inmates and society. 
Inmate labour would be used effectively because of nearby 
supporting activities such as transportation and work sites. 

The image of industrial areas as marginal wastelands 
would bestow poetry on the prison,which would not confront 
the general public as forcefully here as elsewhere. 

Medical Centre 

The prison would be recognised in a highly public realm, 
where construction is booming.Surrounding it would be 
related institutions.The prison would meet the open,green 
campus and closed,dense,high-rise hospitals. 
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DESIGN 

SITE 

The site ends Summer and Crockett Roads and is also 
accessible along its long,western edge from Oliver Street. 

The site was for sale.On it,were a three-storey factory <for 
Cook Paint),two-storey office block,and trailer docks.The - 
factory is kept for production. 

All around are paper,tool,glass,tire,machinery,auto-parts, 
and bread manufacturing,scrap-metal yard,rice and chemical 
pi ants,rehabi1itation centres,some graveyards,a few shabby 
workers’ residences.Pick-up trucks,trailer cars,men covered 
in grime,curious stares,tanks,cylinders,mesh-fences,and 
dead-ends abound.The highway construction people use prison 
1abour. 

Daily bread and paper deliveries are the interdependence of 
site and city. 

The pervasive railway line,pushing out fingers along the 
backs of warehouses,is the blood and guts of this busy body. 
The gliding cars make a moving connection 

between the industries 
between the workers 
between the makers and the buyers 
between us and them 

between ourselves. 

The downtown,nearby,looks pretty.Perhaps it is the freedom of 
capitalism.Each tower is an individual - maybe co-operation 
is too humble.The monumental rice silos are constant.They 
reflect whiteness when the day is clear,otherwise they are 
giant grey lumps. 

The site can be glimpsed from Katy Freeway. 

CHGICE OF SITE 

The industrial pocket was chosen because it offers a network 
of activity and use,economic reinforcement and the potentials 



of activity and use, economic reinf orcement and the potentials 
•for areal and programmatic expansion and revital isation. If 
the placement were generalised to future prison design,the 
prison could become an instrument of regeneration for 
depressed industrial nodes.Where urban prisons have often 
spelt economic death for the immediate environment,they would 
now be welcomed as agents of progress. 

The industrial pocket was intriguing because,physically,it 
is marginal to the city,but,programmatically,integrated with 
it. 

PROGRAMME 

Total Area 

Public Reception 
industry 
prison 
(visitation in factory) 

Administration 
prison offices 
industrial offices 
conference room 

Parking 
si ots 

Inmate Reception 
arrival 
security 
allocation 
security cells* 
departure 

Inmate Housing 
cel1s* 

Work Space 
existing factory** 
yard 
loading dock 

Rehabilitation 
classrooms 
studios 

215 745 

3 200 
1 .600 
1 600 

11 200 

5 500 
s 3>300sf/of f ice 2 400 
5 H ii 1 500 

600 

10 000 
30 ®200sf/slot 6 000 

9 800 
400 
800 

2 400 
10 <D180sf /cel 1 1 800 

2 400 

55 500 
300 Il II 54 000 

73 500 
42 000 
30 000 

1 000 

14 200 
5 S)600sf /room 3 000 
14 3>800sf /studio 11 200 



Recreation 31 400 
outdoor 19 200 
gymnasium 4 200 
multi-purpose room 8 000 

Library 4 200 

Infirmary 8 000 
reception 300 
offices 5 8300sf/office 1 500 
isolation cells 10 880sf/cel 1 800 
operating rooms n 

<*u 8S00sf/room 1 600 
recovery wards 3 8800sf/ward 400 

Staff Housing (single officers) 21 500 
short-term units 6 81 800sf/unit 10 800 
long-term units 4 82 400sf/unit 9 600 

Kitchen 4 000 
loading,delivery and storage 800 

Dining 4 500 

Laundry 1 200 

Mechanical,Storage 600 

Total 247 100 

* all cells have bathrooms 
-factory has rooms -for inmates doing o-f-fice work and area 
of visitation 
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FINAL JURY 

14s40 Wednesday 6 December 1989 

JURDRS 

Peter Eisenman 
Paul Kennon 
Albert Pope 
Anderson Todd 
Peter Waldman 

The Cooper Union,guest critic 
Rice,Dean 
Rice,thesis advisor 
Rice,professor 
Rice,professor 

By annexing the vitality of the industry - the train tracks, 
Modisi meshed prison and industry.The tracks penetrated and 
influenced the architecture of the warehouse,wherein exchange 
of goods,on which society universally depends,occurred. 

The architectural integration of prison and industry was 
weaker than the programmatic in the solid perimeter wall, 
which prompted remarks about overbuilding.A mesh fence might 
have better fused prison and industrial environment.The 
advantage to the wall is that it has usable surfaces. 

If the staff were to find housing in the vicinity,ties 
between institution and society abroad would have been 
furthered.The placement of rotating staff in the prisoner's 
housing-block equated guard and inmate as subjects of the 
same space. 

Where public and industrial visitation occurred in the 
factory,the prisoners could identify with both as plain 
public servants,and ordinary Man could feel the prison. 

Modisi asserted that severe legal sanction,vigourously 
enforced would check abuses of penal labour,still perpetrated 
against chain-gangs in the southern USA. 

The cells in the basement for troublesome inmates held 
manifold implications.Were they a remnant of the old,vilified 
prison,the spectre which will not go? They would remind the 
prisoner of the unpleasant alternative for misbehaviour - a 
means of bargain.But should authority negotiate with errant 
subjects? Was Modisi condoning the old prison and hellish, 
punitive space? 

A student who had been incarcerated said that the inclusion 
of a bathroom in each cell was sensitive. 

The author concludes with affirmation of the thesis and 
conviction in its relevance,feasibi1ity and timeliness. 





TYPOLOGY 

The architectural history of the prison often coincides with 
that of other total institutions - hospitals,orphanages,and 
(military) schools in particular.The history and design of 
the factory are also entwined with those of the prison. 

Many early European prisons were appropriations of buildings 
which dominated the urbanscape.The prison as urban monument 
has roots in this transformation. 

ELEMENTAL 

cage,career,cell,dungeon originated in monasteries, 
castles and underground parts of public buildings.Function 
autonomously in and colonise any larger space.Often deprived 
of natural light.Ghoulish cells and dungeons carved into 
heavy poche remain the popular image of confinement,depicted 
by Piranesi.Modern prisons have steel cages in cell-blocks. 

corridor often the organiser of prison architecture. 
Permits inspection and can be significant communal space. 
Psychological effect can prompt destructive behaviour. 

courtyard,yard common to many prison types.Has variety of 
functions and forms.Interior analogue is the gallery. 

dormitory cheaper than cell.Lacks privacy and inmates can 
hurt each other. 

gallery both a corridor and a covered courtyard.Can unify 
whole building. 

window great psychological impact.Cell can be a window 
onto the inmate. 

DEFENSIVE (internal enemy opposes external enemy) 

dockyard used after galleys were grounded. 

galley,ship hulk common in Britain until the seventeenth 
century rise of the sailing ship.Architectural appropriation 



of the machine.Prisoners are being put asea today 

mining camp penal labour o-f pre-eighteenth century 
Europe.Also a colony. 

penal colony the British had America and Australia:the 
French — French Guiana and New Çaledonia;the Soviets — 
Siberia, islands of-f the Baltic coast and Turkestan. 

URBAN 

castle,palace,fortified building exploited as early 
prison types.Sometimes excavated by convicts.Urban.fabric 
developed around these monuments. 

factory,workhouse the formal varieties are organised 
around work programmes.Contributed to the pre-industrial, 
European home economy. 

(city) gate,bridge abutment,watch tower placed on city 
wall originally to capture debtors.Were a vital part of the 
city,with grilles for inmates to beg from passersby,markets 
and other public activity.Nature of prison was not apparent 
from the architecture,but from the interior life,open to the 
public,where one could see the natural states of evil,filth 
and bestiality. 

tower monument to evil? The modern prison-tower is 
deliberate,but was inherited as another medieval European 
appropriation.Towers are not suited to long-term holding. 

wall,barrier walled interior can be Eden or Hell.Wall 
is prison to outside world.Wall can be a series of layers, 
free-standing,partially free-standing or formed by building 
mass.A secure perimeter allows a relaxed interior.Water, 
electronic devices,transparent and permeable materials are 
among the varieties of barriers.Wal1 and its absence both 
present challenge to escape. 

ANTI-URBAN 

island,monastery,prison farm isolate the inmate.Aim to be 
self-sufficient,without supporting activities nearby. 



MECHANISTIC,DIAGRAMMATIC,BASIC TYPES 

After the eighteenth century,the rectangular,polygonal and 
radial -forms predominated in prison design,reflecting the 
monumental,geometric concerns of Enlightenment architecture. 

H-form two rectangular cell blocks joined by service 
core.Popular in contemporary US federal penitentiaries. 

Panopticon,circular,polygonal cells at perimeter with 
control at centre.Generally based on principle of complete- 
surveillance.Like the Panopticon,after which many are 
model led,the polygonal types are impractical when built. 
(See Penal Philosophies;Six Architectures). 

radial,star-shaped like the Panopticon,these types 
theoretically permit inspection from one point,with corridors 
radiating from centre.Where the Panopticon surveys inmates, 
the radial type surveys space - corridors and yards.Yards 
between wings divide inmates. 

rectangular perimeter cells around central space of San 
Michele,or nestled,interior cells with perimeter circulation 
of Auburn.Variations on the central space can be rich.Like 
the H-form,does not allow much separation or supervision of 
inmates. 

telegraph/telephone-pole (T-pole) blocks are 
perpendicular to a corridor-spine.Little direct access to 
outside spaces.Common in the USA since the late nineteenth 
century.Affords inclusion of several security levels and 
autonomy of each block.Easy to expand. 

HYBRID 

Made of combinations of different types.See Image File. 

campus open layout allows greater programmatic freedom. 
Suitable for modern penal institutions and reformatories 
because prisoners are easily grouped in small clusters. 

colony haphazard to highly ordered forms.At the 
agricultural penitential colony of Mettray,1839 (France),the 
social groups of family,army,workshop,school and judiciary 
were organised into cloister,prison,school and regiment. 



SECURITY LEVELS 

US prisons are defined by three levels of security. 

maximum masonry boundary wall,peri meter enclosing 
buildings or two wire-mesh perimeter fences.Often have the 
interior cell-blocks of Auburn. 

medium perimeter fence rather than wall.Exterior cell 
blocks of San Michele. 

minimum may have perimeter fence.No armed guard posts. 
Dormitories rather than cells.Workcamps and farms-often run 
as adjuncts to a higher security level. 
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tê. Wormwood 

Scrub» Pryton. 

London, 18U-I891 
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27. Prison for 
the Seine Department, 
F re 8 ne 8, 
near Paris, 
opened 1898 
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Axonometric view of.one of the 47-oan housing units at 
the Contra Costa County» California» Detention Center. 



tion, South Walpole; Connecticut Correctional Institution 
at Osborn; and the Ontario Reformatory at Millbrook. In 
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SO. Ohio 
Correct io Hal 
Institution, 

Mmrion, 
opened tSSS 

St. Louisian* Stats 
Penitentiary, 

Angola, 
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51. The Male Penitentiary, John Soane, aerial view in a fanciful setting. 

l d 
I 

50. The Male Penitentiary, John Soane, 1782, ground plan. Three identical cruciform elements, one for 
each class of convicts, were grouped round a chapel. In the intervening spaces were workrooms, the 
governor’s house (behind the entrance), infirmaries (right), and balancing the latter, a quatrefoil of ‘dark 
and airy dungeons’ for refractory prisoners (left). 



H. Petite Roquette 
Prison, Paris, 
1826-1836 
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10.25 Mettra y, prison colony, 1839, by Abel Blouet 



io.5 London, Newgate Prison, 1770-85, by George Dance 
the Younger (London, Sir John Soane's Museum) 

48. Newgate, George Dance the younger, 1769, ground plan. 

5. Sew Jail, 
Milan, 16 Jit. 
Typical 
rectangular 
prison with 
congregate 
facilities. 
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10.9 J.-N.-L. Durand, design for a prison (Précis, II, 1809): 
section, plan and elevation 

10.4 Ackerghem near Ghent, Maison de Force, 1772-75, by 
Malfaison and Kluchman: elevations and half plan (Howard, 
Prisons, 1777) 



14. London City Gates, including Cripplegate (bottom left, 1663) 
and Newgate (bottom right, 1672). 

15. Analytical drawing of the interior of Newgate based on th< 
survey of 1767. 
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171. Philadelphia Penitentiary, Cherry Hill, John de Haviland, 1821—9. The original design was for 250 
cells, all on ground level. The decision to increase the number of cells to 400 forced Haviland to add the 
second storey. 
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104. The ‘Penitentiary Panopticon’, Jeremy Bentham, Samuel 
Bentham and Willey Reveley, 1791, section, elevation and half-plan, 
corresponding closely but not exactly with the description in the 
Postscript. 

9. Interior 

Panopticon 

cellhoute. 

III i no 11 

State 

Penitentiary, 

Statemlle, 
Sear Joliet 



41. The Pit, Watwick Gaol, dosed in 1797, an illustration published 
in 1818. A chain (X) was threaded through ankle irons, through 
fixed rings (A) and then anchored to the wall in the passage (E). 



t. Castle 
tower 
dungeon 
plan and 
section 

A Room MVM a Ft*r/Uasr 

B J'mm/JJUwm,. 

C C LnW nf u/iftrrpart. 

J> I> f.n-4 of /■nUnm . 

E Guant Sntrm . 

F Enirwtrr k> tkt Dutufeem*. 

C DtUfftMU . 

H fii«WK . 

29. Portman Castle, a French naval fortification used as a prison, 
from Howard, Lazarettos, 1791. 
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THE STATE PRISON AT AUBURN. NEW YORK 

25. Inside cells 
of South Wing, 

Auburn Prison. 
The small 

dimensions 
of these 

early cells 
are evident. 

f* Auburn PnaoN. 
<'»»« 1117 



Wooden Prison Cage in Early French Chateau 
from Les Bagnes, 18i5 

by Maurice Alhoy 



DOORLESS PRISON-CELLS : CUBA’S GREAT EXPERIMENT IN PENOLOGY. 

121. Panopticon rotunda, Isle of Pines, Cuba, 1932, from Illustrated 
London News. 

SufUCl l I etn ti 

113. Panopticon House of Industry, Samuel Bentham and Samuel Bunce, 1797. 



191. The Model Prison, prisoners exercising, 1856. 

TEE CHAPEL. OX TJU_« SEPARATE SYSTEM,'' IX PENTOXVILLE PRISON, DURING DIVINE SERVICE. 

22. Typical 
Pennsylvania 
System 
individual exercise 
areas in b9th century 
German prison. 
Ends of 
wedge-shaped yards 
are enclosed 
with bars. 
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25. Rome House of Correction, Carlo Fontana, completed 1704, plan and section as illustrated in Howard, 
The State of the Prisons, 1777. 
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24. Rome House of Correction, sketch for a commemorative medal, 
Carlo Fontana, 1704. 

9. Interior 
Panopticon 

cellhou8e, 
Illinois 

State 
Penitentiary, 

Stateville, 
Near Joliet 



The Model Prison, galleried cell block. 186. The Model Prison, observatory. 
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47. A French engraving of Dance the younger’s Newgate in an imaginary landscape, 1790. 
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P. Speeth: Wurzburg, women s 
penitentiary, 1800 

26. Rome House of Correction, Carlo Fontana, elevation showing 
the full extent of the building. 

10.7,8 Houssin, design for a state prison, c. 1795 : plan and elevation 



38. Design for a county gaol, John Carter, 1778, elevation. 
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158 Paris, p.colc Militaire, pr«>jeetsentrave»! I>y l.c Ibuij^e: ab<*\ e. plan and elevation dated October 17$*; below, plan 
and elevation undated but after 17%. 
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* 166. VUE PANORAMIQUE DE LA SALINE. 

* 165. PLAN GéNéRAL DE LA SALINE (projet definitif;. 



is Metropolitan Correctional Center, Chicago 
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A SKYSCRAPER JAIL 
PLAN FOR A METROPOLITAN JAIL CONCEIVED BY HASTINGS H. HART, PRESIDENT AMERICAN PRISON ASSOCIATION 

^ Designed by FRANCIS Y. JOANNES AND MAXWELL HYDE, Architects 
' The lower floor represents the Criminal Court Building, which may have any number of stories " ' 
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